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Digital Marketing
Management Concepts

Chapter 1



 "Achieving marketing
objectives through applying
digital technologies and

media" 

According to Chaffey and Ellis-Chadwick (2016, p.
11) Digital Marketing can be simply defined as:

The following video (Simplilearn,
2020) is very helpful to learn how
Digital Marketing works in a simple

and practical way:

Introduction



 Practice of increasing the
quantity and quality of traffic to
your website through organic

search engine results (Moz, n.d.)

Search Engines

SEO (Search Engine Optimization)

How it works?

1. Crawl

2. Index

3. Rank



Paid results that appear above
the organic listings on search

engines

SEA (Search Engine Advertising)

Forms

Paid 

Search

Display

Advertising



Social networking platforms are valuable
marketing tools to increase brand and
product exposure and cultivate
relationships with customers.

Social Media

Main Platforms

https://twitter.com/home
https://ie.linkedin.com/
https://www.facebook.com/
https://www.snapchat.com/l/en-gb/
https://www.instagram.com/
https://www.tiktok.com/en/


Email marketing is used to communicate
with targeted subscribers, promoting
content on other channels, announcing
events and offering discounts.

Email

Proccess Steps

Suscriber ListSuscriber List

DesignDesign

DeliveryDelivery

AnalyticsAnalytics



Content

Types

Blog PostsBlog Posts

InfographicsInfographics

VideosVideos

eBookseBooks



Digital marketing assets need to be
optimized for mobile users, and when
implementing any digital marketing
strategy, it's imperative to consider
how the experience will translate on
mobile devices

Mobile

Easy accessEasy access

Location andLocation and

personalizationpersonalization

Viral potentialViral potential

InstantInstant

transactionstransactions

Cost effectivenessCost effectiveness

Little room forLittle room for

errors up fronterrors up front

Potential for badPotential for bad

user experiencesuser experiences

PossiblePossible

navigation issuesnavigation issues

User costsUser costs

Advantages and
Disadvantages
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Marketing Models and
Frameworks are guides for the
execution of a marketing plan

Product
Price
Promotion
Place

Introduction

Models and
Frameworks

over the years

The 4 Ps (McCarthy, 1960)



Product

Price

Promotion

Place

Development of product/service

Definition of pricing model

Application of digital marketing strategies
and tactics

Distribution and accesibility of the
product/service

The 7 Ps 
(Booms & Bitner, 1981)

Physical Evidence

People

Processes

Validation of the brand 

Alignment of human resources with
organisation's values

Optimization of bussiness processes



Design translation of consumers’ needs and
preferences into a product

Demand customers motivation to consummate
an exchange with  organisation

Didactics organisation's way to inform all
stakeholders, about products and other
activities

Distribution delivery of products to consumer

Duty rights and obligations of all stakeholders
to organisation’s activities?

Direction history of organisation and its
products

Diary organisation’s current culture, vision and
mission statement

Dialectic market strategy organisation should
follow

The 8 Ds (Ford Motor
Company, 1987)



The ‘6 I’s of the 
e-marketing mix’

(McDonald and Wilson,
1999) 

Int
eractivity

Int
elligence Ind

ividualism

Int
egration

In
du
str

y Restructuring
 

In
d
ep

en
den

ce of locatio
n
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The term refers to a
form of marketing
and advertising
which uses the

Internet to deliver
promotional

marketing messages
to consumers

Digital Advertising

Social Media
advertising
Native advertising 
Video advertising 
Retargeting 
Programmatic
advertising

There are many different
types, including:



SOCIAL MEDIA ADSSOCIAL MEDIA ADSSOCIAL MEDIA ADS
Boosted posts

Expand the reach of
your post

Sponsored Posts
Create a highly
targeted ad

NATIVENATIVENATIVE
ADVERTISINGADVERTISINGADVERTISING

VIDEO ADSVIDEO ADSVIDEO ADS



RETARGETINGRETARGETINGRETARGETING
Allows to advertise to users that already visited the

website as they move through the internet

PROGRAMMATIC ADVERTISINGPROGRAMMATIC ADVERTISINGPROGRAMMATIC ADVERTISING
Buying and selling ad space in real time through an
automated bidding system in order to target the

right audience

(razorrahmo, 2013)



All of the channels that are
paid for, such as paid

search, display advertising,
sponsored social media

posts, native advertising as
well as affiliate and
influencer campaigns.

Digital Advertising Categories

Paid Media

Owned Media
All the channels that an
organisation has control
over, such as the website

and blog.

Earned Media

All media that has been
created or shared by
someone else, often a

customer. 
It is very important due
to its authenticity, and

highly trusted by
people.



Paid Search & Display 

Advertisement is made within the results of a search
engine, appearing above the organic results.

PAID SEARCHPAID SEARCH  
Inbound channel

Benefits:
1. More visibility
2. More traffic
3. Highly interested prospects
4. Detailed analytics



DDISPLAY ADVERTISINGISPLAY ADVERTISING
Outbond channel

Display ads are shown within websites to an specific
target audience who fit the criteria for the product.
Google Ads and Google AdSense are Google's two
advertising platforms.

Google Ads is used by advertisers to drive targeted
traffic to their website.
Google AdSense is used by publishers to monetize
their websites or blogs by earning money from
relevant Google Ads ads displayed next to their
content.
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Selling Digital Media

Virtual goods and services can be sold over
the internet by using eCommerce platforms,
which could be through a website,
application or social media.

reach out to prospects, 
show them product that meet their needs
at the right price and, 
ultimately offer the solution that they are
looking for.

Digital sales involves the use of virtual
channels to: 



The main way to sell
digital media is
through E-commerce,
which the activity of
electronically buying
or selling of products
on online services or
over the Internet.

E-commerce Business Models

E-commerce

B2B Business to Customer
B2C Business to Business
C2B Customer to Business
C2C Customer to Customer

E-commerce Revenue Models

Individual Sales
Subscription
Traffic

Revenue can be earned through different models of
e-commerce:



There are many software applications that allow
online businesses to manage their website,
marketing, sales and operations, including the
following:

Platforms

Facebook
Shop Instagram

Shop

Shopify

FetchApp

E-junkie

Easy Digital
Downloads

selz

payloadz

pulley

sendowl

gumroad



Costs
Ease of use 
Payment processing time
Payment options availability
Countries coverage
Data protection regulation compliance

Payment Vendors
Factors to consider when choosing a payment
service provider:

Reach wider customer base

Accessibility and easiness

Tracking of buyer’s habit

Sell worldwide

Interactive platform and real-time feedback

Stays Open 24/7

Cost efficient

E-commerce Benefits



Digital Media Products
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"Your plan needs to include control systems that let
you know whether you are on target to achieve the
objectives you set earlier. You don’t want to wait
until the end of the year, when it’s too late, to
change your tactics. You need early warning

systems." 
(Smith, 2014, p. 133). 

Managing and Evaluating

Campaigns

Defining and measuring goals

pecific

easurable

chievable

elevant

ime-Bound

identify the goal clearly

define the goal in
measurable terms

establish realistic and
manageable goals

align goals with values
and long-term objectives

outline time frame
during which goal will

be achieved



Do your research in advance

Look at your competitors

Create a customer persona

Monitor reader comments and engagements

Witness external social habits

Conduct surveys

According to Carter (2016), some ways to know your
audience are:

Knowing the Audience



The SOSTAC marketing model, developed by PR
Smith, is a popular and widely used tool for business
and marketing planning, and helps to map out the
preparation, delivery and evaluation of a digital
marketing campaign.

Prepare, Deliver and Evaluate

the Campaign

(Sostac Model graphic, 2019)



Google Analytics 
tracks and reports website
traffic

There are many tools that gather valuable data,
allowing marketers to enhance and modify their
strategy in order to be more effective ands also
cost-efficient:

Analytic Tools

Hootsuite
social media management
platform

Facebook

Analytics
tracks likes,
page views,
and more

Later
Instagram marketing
platform



Whatagraph
visual reporting tool for
marketing analytics and social
media reporting

Talkwalker
social media analytics tool &
social media monitoring tool

Analisa
AI-powered Instagram and
TikTok social analytics tool

WordPress
allows to install a variety of
analytics plugin on the site

Analytify
WordPress plugin that gives an
in-depth view of site visitors
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The term commonly refers to technologies that are
currently developing, or expected to be available
within the next five to ten years, normally with
significant social or economic effects (Winston &
Strawn LLP, 2019).

Emerging Technologies



Emerging Technologies and

Digital Marketing

Some of the most important emerging technologies
impacting the digital marketing world are:

Augmented Reality (AR)Augmented Reality (AR)

virtual Reality (AR)virtual Reality (AR)



BiometricsBiometrics

NanotechnologyNanotechnology

artificial intelligenceartificial intelligence
(AI)(AI)



AnalyticsAnalytics

CybersecurityCybersecurity

RoboticsRobotics



Chapter 7
eBooks



Content is the backbone of inbound marketing, and
eBooks are particularly great assets in the attract
stage of the inbound marketing strategy (Wahl,
2018).

Electronic books are just books in
digital form, that can be read on
an electronic device such as a

computer, mobile device, tablet or
eBook reader.

Importance of eBooks 
in Digital Marketing

Introduction to eBooks

offering value to visitors
(potential customers) 

creating brand
awareness 



easy-to-use digital book-making tool
used to create and share eBooks in a classroom,
where the teacher set up a class library and
invite students to join sharing a code
free version includes 1 library and 40 books

Platforms

Creating an eBook



web-based solution that helps businesses create
graphs and presentation slides with professional
layouts, templates, frames, and more
free version available with limited features
one month free trial is offered and subscription
prices start at €8.99/month 

online design tool to create animations and
graphics for social and web
free limited version available 
pricing starts at $7.99/month



enables businesses to create automatic
transcripts from audio and video files, which can
then be turned into eBooks
there is no free version and 7 day free trial is
offered
pricing starts at $29/month 

comprehensive eBook creator and EPUB editor,
suitable for education, training, and publishing
allows to create interactive eBooks, export them
in multiple formats, and deliver them securely to
users
free license available with some limitations  
pricing of license starts at $150/lifetime



Recommendations



Recommendations

Define the topic that you are going to write
about and do not go beyond that before the
content go extremely wide.

Research the content you are going to include in
your eBook and make sure that comes from
relevant sources.

Include the right amount of graphics and other
media content being careful not to be
overflowing and spread them evenly along the
pages.

Check out the different eBook creation
platforms that are out there and choose the right
one for you and your project.

My recommendations regarding the creation of a
digital book (eBook), based on my experience after
having the present work almost completed, are the
following:

This eBook was created using Canva, which I
decided was the best for my needs and level of
knowledge in this field (creation of a digital book),
as the platform offers an intuitive and friendly user
interface, and gives the user a lot of resources for
the creation not only of eBooks, but any design
needed.
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